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Mosco convergence of sequences of
homogeneous polynomials.

J. FERRERM’

Abstract

In this paper we give a characterization of uniform convergence
on weakly compact sets, for sequences of homogeneouspolynomials
in terms of the Mosco convergence of their leve] sets. The result
is partially extended for holomorphic functions. Finally we study
the relationsbip with other convergences.

Throughout this paper E will be a Banach space ayer K, K = U. or
O. Results hoid both for the real and complex cases unless one of them
is specified. E will denote the dual space and Be, S~ the unit bali
and the unit sphere respectively.

PÚE) will denote tSe space of al] k-homogeneous polynomials on E.
PQ<E) is a Banach space endowed with tSe usual norm

uPu = Sup{jP(x)¡ : 1h11 <

For a general reference on rnflnite dimensional polynornials see [Lí] or
[Mul.

If {x,,},, is a sequence of elements of E and a’ E E, a’ = w — Iim,,x,,
rneans that a’ is tSe limit of the sequence {a’,,}n in tSe weak topology,
meanwhile a’ = hm,, a’,. means that the limit is in tSe norm topology.

We start with a definition:
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Definitian. We mili say titat a sequence of raonernpty closed subseis
of a Banacit epace E, {A,.},,, converges in tite Mosco serase to a closed

M
subset A (A,. .— A ira sitorí) mlienever tite following twa conditioras itoid:

(i) Por every a’ E A itere existe a sequence {x,.},~, norm convergent
lo a’ such tital a’,. E A,. for every 72.

(u) Given 3 G Z~ cofinal, for every sequence {a’,.3}jcj weakly conner-
genl lo a’, tite condilion a’,.3 E A,,3 for every j, implies a’ E A.

This concept of convergence is closely related with Kuratowski conver-
gence whicb is defined in the same way changing weak convergence by
norm convergence in (II). (See [1<]).

Let us introduce two more concepts of set convergence. We will say
that a sequence of closed sets A,. converges in strong (respectively Wijs-
man) sense to a closed set A, provided that the sequence {d,,} converges
to d unifomly on bounded sets (respectively pointwise), where d,, aud d
denote tSe distance functions to A,. and A respectively. ([M],[WI,[B2]).

Kuratowski convergence may be defined in any topological space,
while Wijsmann and strong ones require metric spaces. We need duality
for Mosco convergence.

Remarks:

(1) It is assumed usnally that the sets in the definition of Mosco con-
vergence are convex, and consequently weakly closed. By the mo-
ment we do not, but let observe that without that condition a
constant sequence may be non-convergent!

(2) Mosco convergence implies Kuratowski convergence. If E is a
Sehur space (in particular a finite dimensional one) both conveg-
ences agree.

(3) If E is a reflexive space and we are deallng with convex sets, then
strong convergence implies Mosco convergence implies Wijsman
convergence (see [T]). And E may be renormed in such a way that
Mosco and Wijsman convergence agree.

(4) If sorne sets A,. are empty, and A # 0, we will say tbat {A,,},.
converges in the Mosco sense to A if there exists no snch that
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A,, ~ 0 for every n =no and {A..},.=,.0converges in the Mosco
sense to A. If A = 0 the definition works even if sorne, or every,
A,, are empty.

Given a P E P(kE) and a E K, we will denote {x E E P(x) =
M

by V(P — a). Now, let us consider P,P,. E PitE), then V(P,. — a) -~

V(P—a) readsas:

(i) For every a’ such that P(x) = a therc exists {a’,.},, such that
Pn(rn) = a anda’ = lim,.x,,.

(II) If P,,3(a’,.3) = a for evey j c 3 and a’ = w — 1im~ a’,,3, then
9(x) = a

As in [F], the Mosco convergence of the level sets for a = 1 (and
Ma = —1 in the real case if k is even) give us V(P,. — a) .-.~ V(P — a) for

every a ~ 0.

Definition. Wc wiIl sa>’ that a sequence {P,.},. of polynomia¡s in P(kE)
Mconverges Lo 9 E PQ’E) ¡u the Mosco sense it V(P,, — a) —. V(P — a)

for every a ~ O

In [FI we define, in a similar way we do here, Kuratowski, Wijsman
and strong convergence of sequences of homogeneous polynornials, and
we characterize thern. More precisesly, Kuratowski convergence is equiv-
alent to uniform convergence on compact sets and strong convergence
is equivalent to norm convergence. In order to characterize Wijsmaim
convergence we need the following condition:

P,«B) —* 9(B) for every Salí B C E

For a previous stndy of tSe linear case see [Bu.

As we noted aboye, if the sets are not convex (which in general is
the case far the level sets of a polynomial), we may have problerns with
the Mosco convergence. The following easy example give us an idea of
what kind of problerns rnay anse.

Example. 9 : —* R defined as 9(x) = >3yi~4. P is a 2-
hornogeneous non-weakly sequentially continnaus polynornial, aud the
constant sequence V(P — 1) does not converge in tSe Mosco sense to
itself.
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Of course this pathology does not happen if the polynornial is weakly
sequentially continuous. The space of sueh polynornials will be denoted
by Pwsc(kE).

A;nazingly, weak sequential continuity is not only convenient but, hí
sorne way, necessary.

MLemma. LeL 1’, 1’,, E PQ<E). IfV(P,, — a) -~ V(P — a) for every a ~ O
tbe¡i P E Pwsc(kE).

Proal’. Let us suppose that 1> « Pwsc(kE). Passing to a subsequence if
necessary and using boundness of weakly convergent sequences, we rnay
assurne that there exists a sequence {a’,,},, converging weakly to a’, such
that a,, = P(a’,,) converges to a ~ P(x).
First we consider the case a ~ 0. We may assurne a,, ~ O for every n
and therefore (~-)ra’,, E V(P—a) for every u; using the fírst condition
in Mosco conver~ence definition we have that: for every u there exists
{ zn,mjm norrn convergent to ~ and satisfying Pm(z,,,m) = a. Let
uschoosern(n) suchthatrn(n) < rn(n±1)andIIzn,mc,,>~-(~-)kx,,II<
and define y,, = Z,,,m(,,). For every a’ E 8E~, we have

2(x) — a’(y,.)¡ =¡2(x) — (±)k~(~)I + ¡¡a’*¡¡(¡(~i~)ia’,, — unu =
a,, a,,

al
=¡~ — (-~—)t¡¡x}a’)

1 + (~9~)kI~(~) — 2(a’,,)j + IIa’iIIt(—)~xn — Ynll =
a,, att att

1
=ji — (-

9-)*~flxfl + (~M~)kj2(~) — ~*(a’,,)¡ + —

a,, a,, u
which goes to O when u does. Therefore {y,,},, converges weakly lo a’,

and P,,g,.)(y,,) = a. Renaming y,, as ~ where j,, = rn(n), we have thaI
a’ w — lim,,ñ~,,, ~ = a but P(x) ~ a, which is a contradiction.
Let us proceed with the case a = 0. That is Hm,, P(a’,.) = O aiul P(x) #
0, where x = w — hm,, a’,.. First let us observe that ifa’ = u’ — lini,. a’,,,

Hm,, y,, and z,, E ¡a’,., y,.], then 11w sequence {z,,},, converges weakly
to a’.
If we denoted fi = P(x), being fi # 0, in the real case we may choose
z,, E [a’,,, xj such that P(z,,) = ~ (this is possible because hm,. P(a’,,) = 0
and P(a’) # 0). The observation aboye says us that {z,~},, is weakly con-
vergent to a’ and P(z,,) = q, tbus we are in the previous case. In the coin-
plex case sorne srnall arrangement must be done. (See theorem proof be-
low). u
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Now, we are ablo to give a characterization of Mosco convergence
of sequences of hornogeneous polynomials when the himit belongs to
Pwsc(kE).

Thearem. Given P, 1’,, E p(kE), the sequence {P,.},, converges to P
in 11w Mosco sense if and only if it does unifoz-m)y on weakly compací
subseis of E and P E Pwsc(kE).

M
Proa?. Let us suppose flrst that V(P,. — a) —~ V(P — a) for every
a ~ 0. If the sequence does not converge uniformly on weakly compact
subsets, then there exists an e > 0, a K weakly compact, and a sequence
{a’,,},, c K such that P,,(x~) — P(a’,.)¡ > c for every n. Boundness of
both {¡~P,,j¡},, and {a’,,}, (see ¡F]), allow us to assume, passing to a
subsequence if necessary, tbat there exist a ~ fi such that

a = Hm P,.(a’,,) fi = hirnP(x,.)
»

By Eberlein’s Theorem, passing to a subsequence again, there exists a’

such that a’ = w — Hm,, a’,.. Weak sequential continuity of P implies that
P(x) = fi.
It fi # 0, condition (1) in Mosco convergence gives us a sequence {y,,}»
norm converging to a’, such that P»(y,,) = fi. In the real case a similar
argument that we used in the Lemma aboye says us tbat there exists
a sequence {z,},, such that P,-jz») = ~ (it ~ — O let choase any
other nonzero real number laying between a and fi), and it converges
weakly to a’. Then by condition (u) in Mosco convergence, it follows
that P(a’) = 0~8 contradicting the weak sequential continuity of P.
In the complex case we may choose {z»},, such that ¡P»(z,.) — al =

being O < ro < ¡a — fi¡ and ro # ¡al. By compactness of {w E O
1w — al = rol, we may assume that there exists a subsequence, {Z,,

3}j
such that him~ P,,3(z,,3) = 6 where k — a¡ = yo and Sence 6 ~ 0. Tbe

1~’~~
sequence ~ = 6~ (~Pr.3 (z73)) kz,,3 works because P,,3(fl»,) = 6 ~ fi.
Now, iffi = O, we may assume that al) the o,. = P,,(a’,,) are different to
0, aud deflning i,. as (~2~)>l?x,,, we have that P,,(~,,) = a and {~,.},,
converges weakly to a’, hence P(x) = a, which is a contradition again.

Conversely it {P,.},. converges uniformly to P on weakiy compact
subsets of E, it does on compact subsets axíd therefore it converges in
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the Kuratowski sense ([F]). Consequently we only have to check the
second condition in Mosco convergence definition.
So we consider a sequence a’ = w — llin,, a’,,, such that P,,(a’,,) = a. Let
us denote by K tbe sequence with its himit, K is a weakly compact set
and consequently lim»(P,dy) — P(y)) = O uniformly on y E K. Hence
for every j there exists n~ such that ¡P,,3Qy) — I’(y)I < ~ if y E 1<,a
hence

1
la — P(a’,,3)j = IP»3(a’,,3) — P(x,,3)l < - VJ

And therefore P(a’) = lirnjP(a’,,3) = a, following the first equality from
the fact that 1’ E p(kE)

u

Alaouglou’s Theorem give us trivially the following

Corallary. LeL E be a reflexive Banach space, 1’,, E P(kE) and P E
Pwsc(kE). Then dic sequence converges to P uniformly on bounded
subsets of E II and only ji it converges in tbe Mosco sense.

Sorne authors define Mosco convergence of sequences of functions as
the Mosco convergence of their epigraphs. TSe convergence of the level
sets allow us to consider the complex case. In the real case, it is easy
to realize that Mosco convergence of the epigraplis follows frorn Mosco
convergence of tSe level sets,and it 18 síronger as the following example
shows.

Example. Let E = co, P,«a’) = 4(a’)
2 + e~(a’)2, and P(a’) = e~(a’)2.

{ Pn}n does not converge uniformLy 011 weakly compact sets to P, (be-
cause P»(e,,) = 1 and P(e,,) = O if u > 1), hence, by the Theorem
aboye, it does not converge in the Mosco sense (let tu observe that

M
P E Pwsc(kE)). On the other hand it is clear that epiP»—’epiP, be-
cause if (a’, a) E epiP then (a’, a + e~,(x)2) E epiP,, and it is norm
convergent to (a’, a). TSe other condition follows from the fact that if
a’ = w — llin» a’,., lim,,a,, = a and P,,(x,,) =a,,, then P(a’,,) =a,, too.
Taking limits we have that P(x) =a (we are using that P E Pwsc(kE)
again).

u
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In the carnp]ex case we may prove a stronger result than Thearern
aboye. In fact we get a stronger conclusion with weaker bypotheses. Let
us denate by 71(E) (respectively flwsc(E)), the space af alí bolornorphic
(respectively weakly sequentially cantinuous holomarphic) functions an
E. (See [Mu] for a general reference)

Theorern- Letf,, E 71(E) foreveryn andf E Uwsc(E) non constant. If
f = lim,, f,. uniformly on weakly compact subsets of E, then {V(f,,)}»
con verges in the Mosco sense Lo V(f).

Proaf. Let us check the flrst condition, if f(a’) = O and it is not true
tbat there exists a norm convergent sequence to a’, {a’»}», such tbat
f»(a’») = O for every n, we may assume, passing ta a subsequence if
necessary, that there exists e> O such that V(f»)flB(a’, e) = O for every
n. LetzE8EsuchthatfisnotconstantonL= {x+wz:wECI.
Let us define y, 9,. : D(O, e) —. O by

y(w) = f(a’ + wz) y,«w) = fn(a’ + wz)

The sequence {y»} converges uniformly ta y which is not identically zero,
and g,. never vanish, hence y never vanish (by Hurwith’s Thearem), but
on the atber hand we lcnow that g(O) = O, which is a contradition.

In arder to prove the second condition, let us consider a’ = w —

lima a’,.
3 and f,.3(a’»3) = O. By uniform convergence an weakly com-

pact subsets it follows that lima 1(m1) = O, aud by weakly sequentially
continuity of f we have that f(a’) = lim,,f(a’»9. Hence f(x) = O.

u
The fact that the theorern hypotheses are stable by aditian of a

constant, give us the following

Oorallary. LeL f,, E 7«E) for every n ami f E llwsc(E) non constant.
1ff = lim»f» uniformly on weak)y compact subsets of E, then {V(f,,—
a)},, converges in tbe Mosco sense Lo V(f — a) for every a.

In the real case we cannot infer the convergence of the 0-level sets
even under stronger conditions as the following example shows.

Example. Let us suppase that k is odd (the even case is easier).
Let us take soi, so~ E E linearly independent, (we are only assum-
ing tbat dimE > 1) let us define P and 1’» as sot’ (so’ + v2) and
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(sot’ + ~sor’)(soi+ so2) respeetively. P E PwscQ<E), P = lxiii,, 1’»,
ka

11(P) = Kersoi U Ker(soi + so2) 11(1’,,) = Ker(soí + so2)

and consequently the sequence {V(P,,)}» does not converge, evm¡ in tSe
Kuratowski sense, to 11(P).

u

However, in the real case, we have the fohlowing

Prapasition. IfP E Pwsc(kE) ami dP(x) O only if a’ = O, tben t)íe
uniform convergence on weak)y cornpact seis of the sequence {P,,} toP,
iniplies V(P» — a) ~ V(P — a) for every a.

Prao?. TSe proof of tSe second condition is similar to that of the
complex case. To establisb thc first condition we have to prove that for
every a and for every a’ E V(P — a), there cxists a norm convergent to
a’ sequence {a’,,},, such that P»(a’,.) = a. Ifa’ = O (therefore a = O) tSe
constant sequence a’,, = O works. Hence we may assume a’ # O, let lis
consider z E S~ sucb that dP(a’)(z) # 0. TSe following one-dimensional
polynomials:

y,,(t.) = P,,(a’ -1- iz) y(t) = P(a’ + Iz)

verifies that {g»}» converges to g uniformly on the cornpact interval
[—1,1], g(O) = a, and g’(O) = dP(a’)(z) # O. Consequently, there exists
a sequence {l»}» sueh that hm,, t,, = O, and g»(l,,) = a eventually. If we
define a’,, = a’ + t»z, the sequence {a’,,},. fulfils the required conditions.

u
Mosco convergence is related with other conyergences in the fohlowing

sense: it is implied by norm convergence (if tSe limit is weakly sequen-
tially continuous), and implies Kuratowski convergence. If tSe Banach
space E is a Schur space, then Kuratowski and Mosco convergences are
equivalent (P(kE) = p(kE) for Schur spaces). Moreover, for spaces
whose dual unit batí is wtsequentially compact (WCG or lj ~ E for

example) this property is also neccssary. In fact we have tSe following
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Propasitian. If E is l3anacb space with w-sequentiafly compact dual
unit bali, and it is not a Scbur space, then there exists a sequence
{ P»},. c p(k~) wbicb is Kuratowskí convergent Lo a weakly sequen-
tiafly continuous polinomial 1’, but it does not converge in the Mosco
sen se.

Proof. It is enough to consider a weakly nuil sequence {a’»}» sucb that
1 la’nll = 2 (that sequence exists if E is not Schur), we may choose a
bounded sequence {4},, C Bpp such that a’~(a’,,) = 1. Being the unit
baH of E w*~sequentially compact, we may assume that the sequence
18 w -convergent to a a’. Defining P,,(y) = 4(~)k, and P(y) =
wc have that tbe sequence converges in the Kuratowski sense to
P. Qn the other haud it does not converge in the Mosco sense because
a’,, E 11(1’,. — 1) for every it, but O « V(P — 1).

u

Let us observe that from an example for k = 1 it follows an example
for any k, because a finite type polynornial 18 aliways weakly seqnentially
continuous.

lf the Banach space is reflexive, then Mosco convergence and norm
convergence are trivialiy equivalent provided that the limit is weakiy
sequentially continuous. Qn the other hand if lí c E we have that
there exists a normalized r(E, E)-nuIl sequence (see IB-VI) and there-
fore norm convergence does not follow from Mosco convergence. In fact,
in the linear case this is a characterization; we do not know if it is true
in the general case.

With respect to the Wijsman convergence, the following two exam-
pies prove that there is not a general relation between Wijsman and
Mosco convergence.

Example 1. Let E be a separable reflexive space such that the norm of
132 does not fulfil Kadec propert.y (see [B-F]). Nonn and weak topology
does not agree 011

8E~, and therefore there exists a sequence, {a’,}» c
8E~, w-convergent (equivalently w-convergent) to a x E Sp’, which
does not converges for the norm. Let’s define:

Pn(x) = (a’,Qc))k P(a’) =
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{P»},, is Wijsman convergent_to P because P,dB(a,r)) = [(4(a) —

r)k,(a’,(a)+r)kJ convergesto P(B(a,r)) = ¡(a’(a)~r)k,(a’(a)+r)k] if
k is odd (if Iv is even is similar). But {P,,},. does not converge uniformly
on bounded sets to P, and hence neither ira the Mosco sense because of
reflexivity of E.

Example 2. Let ras consider the space 1~, and define:

P»(x) = et(a’)k — 3k*()k P(x) = et(x)k

Kuratowski convergence holds, and being 1~ a Sebur space, Mosco con-
vergence too. Rut on the othe hand

=
3k P1B~eP(B(ci, 1 [(!)k, (.~)j O E fl\\1,

2 2 2 2

and consequently we do not have Wijsrnan convergence. Let us remem-
ber that Wijsman convergence is a metric property and for reflexivo
spaces, throughout a renorming, it may agree with Mosco convergence
for convex sets (see IT]).
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